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HOW TO DOMINATE ON RELEASE DAY
If you have been attached to the sneaker culture within the last few years, then you know, the market is
BOOMIN. Over the last 2 years the Jordan brand has increased prices by at least $20, Adidas as well as
others have cultivated a solid campaign to out-hustle Nike for the #1 spot. As of yet, Sneakerheads are still
having problems grabbing the grails they have been waiting months for when they release, here are some tips
to DOMINATE on your release days.
1. FINDING KICKS FOR RETAIL
While this can seem like an impossible task for most sneaker heads, it’s actually all about doing homework. If
you know a sneaker is dropping that you want, you need to make a great effort into planning. Believe it or not,
there are tons of resources you can use to help you score those kicks for retail that you may not know. Also,
with the plan of the Jordan brand trying to reach 4.5 billion in sales by 2020, they are flooding the market with
releases.
Still, not everyone can score, Adidas is releasing limited sneakers and other brands are launching exclusive
collaborations as well. So with that being said, there are still tips to use to get you ahead of the game on
release day.
Here let’s take a look:
- SNEAKER LINK PAGES
There are a few sneaker link pages you can count on that will help give you a head start on adding to cart
when the product drops.
@SoleLinks

@JustFreshKicks

@SneakerAssist

These twitter accounts will not only keep you updated on new releases and links, but also restocks so if you
missed out the first time, you could get lucky on a restock link and grab those grails.
- PURCHASING AN ATC OR ‘AUTO CHECK OUT’ SERVICE
While some say the sneaker bot game has ruined the sneaker culture, I personally think it has given us
sneakerheads an opportunity to score some of the long awaited grails to put in our closet. There are a lot of
auto checkout brands that offer services to individuals looking for pairs but note, auto check out is not a
guarantee at all. When you look for such services, try to research their success rate and policy. Be sure that
the brand offers a FULL REFUND or NO CHARGE policy if the shoes cannot be obtained by their services.
- ENTER INTO A SNEAKER RAFFLE
While sneaker store raffles are inconvenient, they are still a way to obtain those sneakers you want that you
have been waiting for. Yes, the lines are long and there is a chance you will not get them but nevertheless it’s
still an extra chance. A lot of sneaker stores are starting to do guaranteed tickets and some are offering tickets
with a little “catch”, check some of our examples below.

@Taftkicksnc

@SocialStatus

@Kicksusa

Let’s talk about The Athletes Foot (@Taftkicksnc) for a minute. This is a sneaker store out of North Carolina
that will guarantee you a release with the purchase of at least $30 worth of product. This means when a
sneaker that you want is releasing at one of their locations, you will be able to guarantee your size by going in
and purchasing $30 of gear. That’s basically a shirt and socks to go with your sneakers! While not all retail
stores offer this type of deal, make sure you research and reach out to your local stores and even boutiques to
check on the raffle and ticket process.

2. FINDING A PLUG OR PREORDERING
Now this is a touchy subject because the game is flooded with tons of Preorder brands to get your sneakers
from and people claiming to be the “PLUG”. I will give you some tips on how to identify legit sellers and things
to look for when preordering your sneakers from individual or brands.
- BEWARE OF THE EARLY PLUGS
There are a lot of sneaker sellers that claim to get early pairs, very few are legit and most are as fake as a $3
bill. The number 1 way to not to get scammed on early pairs is to not purchase them. In the event you are too
hyped and you absolutely have to have that sneaker, use your gut.
Here is how:

THINK, THINK , THINK!
Think about it like this, normal stores get their pairs in for release about 2-3 weeks max in advance. If you have
an individual or a brand that’s getting a full size run of your favorite sneaker 3,4,5,6 months in advance, ask
yourself, what type of relationship they have with Nike that they are about to obtain multiple pairs of releases
before the contracted stores? Most will tell you they have a Nike Factory connect which is pure BS, so don’t fall
for the hype.
However, you do have brands or individuals with early pairs that they will have about a week or so before
launch. These types of sellers are able to retrieve pairs back-doored from an employee or manager, or they are
the employee or manager themselves at a sneaker store. With a few questions and researching about them
and how they do business, I say if it makes sense then go for it!
- PREORDERING TO SOLIDIFY YOUR PAIR ON RELEASE DAY
There are steps to preordering that you can take to protect yourself. Once again I will say LISTEN TO YOUR
GUT, but here are some other steps to make sure you are protected.
- CHECK OUT THE PAYMENT METHOD. Make sure whoever you purchase from has a payment option that
you are able to protect yourself with. No, WESTERN UNION, MONEY GRAM, or VENMO is not a protected
source. Services like PAYPAL, believe it or not GOOGLE WALLET (only for advance users of GW), EBAY or

even your credit card can be used as a protected form of payment. You can file a dispute with any of these if
you did not receive the goods for your purchase.
- CHECK TO SEE IF THEY HAVE ANY REVIEWS OR REVIEW PAGES. This can be critical when purchasing
from a brand, if a brand has no good customer reviews then I might be a little cautious of doing business with
them.
- Once again, LISTEN TO YOUR GUT! If it doesn’t feel right, then move on. Is it worth it to lose hundreds or
even thousands of dollars to get the shoe you want because you are hyped and don’t want to follow your gut? I
don’t think so.

3. PAYING RESALE VALUE
Don’t get sucked into the hype of paying prices that are extended way over the value of the shoe. Now this is a
thin line because you have sneakers that are up for preorder that are 500% markup from the retail that will in
fact be worth more than that after launch. Do your research to follow the sneaker hype, availability, and
demand before paying the price. Sometimes you may find that a sneaker is in fact in line with or even less
than what the value will be after release.
Here is a tool that we use to keep up with current value of sneakers.
@StockX

StockX is a new app and website that acts just like the sneaker stock market. Determining past, current, and
even future values of your favorite sneakers. Just know that value on sneakers can change daily, that depends
on restocks, hype, and demand for certain product. The more you research, the better off you will be. Just
make sure you don’t take up too much time as sneaker value can go up the longer you wait.
Well there you have it family! We have given you the basics on how to DOMINATE on any particular release
day also on how to protect yourself when doing so. Make sure you listen to your gut and make wise decisions,
OH remember to have patience, a lot of shoes do restock!
Be sure to check you emails for more exclusive tips and news on our 12 STEPS TO BECOME A SNEAKER
MIYAGI!
- SNEAKER MIYAGI

